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W hat is it about the 450-43LE
that’s so intriguing? Well,
let’s see: There are no

checkball locations to be found in any
shop manual, no disassembly proce-
dures, no valve body exploded views,
and no definite identifying hydraulics.
Need I say more? After numerous calls
to the ATRA HelpLine on this unit, it
was apparent we needed to get one here
and dissect it to the core, and thanks to
Dalyn and the guys at WIT (WHAT-
EVER IT TAKES) we got one.

In this first of a two-part series of
Let’s Play Ball, we’ll identify the trans-
mission case, valve body, and wiring.
We’ll start with the application of the
transmission.

Identifying the Transmission 
The 450-43LE transmission is

very similar to some Toyota transmis-
sions with one exception: It seems to be
on steroids. Found in the Isuzu NPR
cab-over truck series, the 450-43LE
can be identified in a couple of ways;
one way is from the tag on the driver’s
side of the transmission (figure 1).
Another easy determining factor is the
PTO cover, which is also on the driver’s
side of the transmission (figure 2).

The 450-43LE is a large unit —
not as big as the E4OD but just as
heavy — this transmission was made
for pure torque.  The clutch and band
application is also very similar to other
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Toyota applications, even
using the same names for the
clutches and bands (figure 3
and 3a).

Valve Body
The 450-43LE valve

body can be identified by its
size alone. The upper valve
body has nine checkballs
and one filter (figure 4). The
lower valve body has two
checkballs that are used for
the cooler and one check
valve cup used for pressure

Figure 3

Figure 3A
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relief (figure 5). 
Be very careful removing the plugs from the

valve bores during disassembly. Not only do the
clips like to pop out on there own but the plugs can
be installed backwards and will cause all kinds of
problems, from no gear to slipping concerns.

The 450-43LE valve body uses five sole-
noids: one pressure control solenoid, two shift
solenoids, one torque converter clutch solenoid,

The lower valve body has

two checkballs that are

used for the cooler and one

check valve cup used for

pressure relief (figure 5).
Figure 4
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and one timing solenoid. Measure the
solenoid resistance between the sole-
noid tab and ground (figure 6).  

Use the solenoid firing order dur-
ing diagnosis (figure 7). 

The EPC solenoid is easy to iden-
tify by its large size and you can disas-
semble it for cleaning (figure 8).

Failsafe on this unit is fourth gear
in drive and first in manual second.

Pay close attention to the checkball
locations during valve body disassem-
bly. There are a number of other loca-
tions that look like they could take a
checkball; putting one in these loca-
tions could damage the transmission. 

The problem valves to look for are
some of the most common: the pres-
sure regulator (figure 9) and the throt-
tle valve (figure 10). Yes, I said the
throttle valve: this valve is located in
the EPC. As mentioned earlier, the EPC
can be completely disassembled for
servicing. 
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There are a couple of tubes you’re
going to need to pay attention to (figure
11), these tubes are used for transfer-
ring oil from the cutback valve to the 
2-3 timing valve and lube. 

Wiring Harness and Connector
Even though this transmission isn’t

new, we get plenty of calls on wiring
specifications, code retrieval and test-
ing. To retrieve codes on the 450-43LE,
locate the Data Link Connector (DLC)
under the dash (figure 12), tied to the
support bracket under the brake and
clutch fluid tank on the driver’s side.
This is a three-wire connector that can
be accessed by most scan tools, but you
can also check for codes simply by
jumping the wires (figure 13) and
watching the “Check Transmission”
light (figure 14).
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The TCM (Transmission
Control Module) has a self-
diagnosis function. If any
trouble occurs in the system,
the Check Transmission light
turns on to indicate possible
troubles related to one or
more of these components:

1. VSS#1 (Vehicle Speed 
Sensor #1 — Installed on 
the transmission)

2. RPM (Engine Speed 
Sensor)

3. TFT (Transmission Fluid 
Temperature sensor)

4. Inhibitor Switch
5. TPS ( Throttle Position Sensor)
6. VSS#2 (Vehicle Speed Sensor #2 — Fitted on 

the speedometer driven gear)
7. SS#1 (Shift Solenoid #1)
8. SS#2 (Shift Solenoid #2)
9. Timing Solenoid
10. Lockup Solenoid
11. Line Pressure Solenoid
12. Exhaust Brake Cut
13. Engine Warmup Cut

All of these inputs and outputs are directly relat-
ed to the transmission and all of these sensors and
switches can be checked at the computer or the sen-
sor itself.

When retrieving codes manually by jumping the
DLC, jump the wires between pins one and two (fig-
ure 13). If there’s a problem in the system, the Check
Transmission light will start to flash: Count the
flashes to identify the code (figure 15). 

When diagnosing the solenoids externally, the
transmission connector pin locations are key ele-
ments to have in your arsenal. The manufacturer lists
the connector as J-71, (figure 16). This connector is
located at the transmission on the driver’s side. 

To monitor the signal from the TCM, install your signal monitor to the correct
wires (figure 17). You can test the solenoid firing order, lockup, timing solenoid
and exhaust brake operation during your test drive; but the timing and exhaust
brake solenoid are PWM solenoids, so you’ll have to check them using a digital
meter. 

As you can see, this steroid—induced Toyota isn’t all that tough to
get to know, but it can produce plenty of problems if you don’t have the
right information. In the next issue of GEARS we’ll get into the nitty-
gritty of diagnosing the internals and externals of the 450-43LE… and
that’s the game!
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Figure 15

Figure 16

Figure 17

1. EPC +
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